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Abstract 
The oxidation of SiC and Si provide a unique opportunity for studying oxidation 
mechanisms because the product is the same, SiO2. Silicon oxidation follows a linear-parabolic 
law, with molecular oxygen identified as the oxidant. SiC oxidation obeys the same linear-
parabolic law but has different rates and activation energies and exhibits much stronger face-
dependence. Using results from first-principles calculations, we show that atomic and molecular 
oxygen are the oxidant for Si- and C-face SiC respectively. Comparing SiC with Si, we elucidate 
how the interface controls the competition between atomic and molecular mechanisms. 
 
Oxidation is a ubiquitous process that occurs in most solids including metals, insulators, 
and semiconductors. The atomic-scale processes that underlie oxidation are of fundamental 
interest as they control the quality of both the resulting oxide and its interface with the substrate. 
Furthermore, elucidation of these processes would also benefit applications as thermal oxidation 
is widely used to fabricate oxide films, such as gate dielectrics and insulating layers, in electronic 
devices, [1,2] in nanostructures, [3] and in applications of ceramics materials [4]. The best-known 
example is Si oxidation, which produces a high-quality oxide/semiconductor interface and is one 
of the most important techniques that enable semiconductor technology. Meanwhile, for materials 
used at high temperatures, stability against thermal oxidation is a major concern [5].  
Silicon and SiC provide a unique opportunity for investigating thermal oxidation because 
they have the same native oxide, SiO2. Si oxidation has been extensively studied and the kinetics 
has been well described by a model proposed by Deal and Grove, [6] where the oxidation time t 
and the oxide thickness x are related by:  
t = x2/B + x/(B/A).         (1) 
The parabolic rate B is related to the oxidant diffusivity D by:  
B= 2DC0/N,          (2) 
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where C0 is oxidant concentration at the surface and N is the oxygen density in the oxide. The 
linear rate constant B/A is related to the reaction rate constant at the interface kS by:  
B/A = C0kS/N.          (3) 
For Si oxidation, molecular oxygen O2 has been identified as the oxidant with the activation 
energy of the linear rate (~2 eV) related to the barrier for O2 incorporation at the advancing 
interface and the activation energy of the crystal-orientation-independent [7] parabolic rate (~1.2 
eV) related to O2 incorporation and diffusion in SiO2 [8].  
SiC and its oxidation have been widely studied for a range of applications, especially as a 
semiconductor for high-temperature, high-field, and high-power electronics, [9-12] and in 
oxidation-resistant coatings for high-temperature structural materials [13,14].  Similar to Si, SiC 
oxidation shows a linear-parabolic behavior. However, even though oxygen is again diffusing 
through SiO2, the oxidation rate in the diffusion-limited parabolic regime is smaller and the 
activation energies are different. SiC also shows much stronger face-dependence than Si. For the 
Si-face SiC, the activation energy of the parabolic rate is ~3 eV [15-17]. For the C-face, different 
kinetics are observed at different temperatures. Above 1350 °C, the parabolic rate and activation 
energy are similar to the Si-face [17]. Below 1350 °C, smaller values for the activation energy, ~1  
eV [17] and ~2 eV [15], are reported. Currently, these kinetics data, together with other 
experimental results, are poorly understood [18].  
In this Letter, we present results from first-principles calculations to elucidate the 
oxidation mechanisms of SiC and contrast with the corresponding mechanisms of Si. We find that 
for Si-face SiC, the last layer of the oxide is very tight and inhibits the incorporation of O2 at the 
interface, but allows atomic oxygen Oi, resulting in an atomic oxygen mechanism. For C-face 
SiC, we find that the interface inevitably contains a high density of defects, which can crack the 
molecule and thus facilitate a molecular mechanism. These conclusions are checked against a 
range of experimental data.  Finally, we compare SiC oxidation to Si and propose a generic rule 
of how interface bonding controls the oxidation mechanism. 
The most studied SiC face is the Si-face. Compared to Si, its oxidation is much slower in 
both the linear and the parabolic regimes and requires a higher temperature.  However, the 
activation energy of the linear rate is only about 1.3 eV, [15,19] smaller than that of Si (~2 eV), 
which would suggest faster oxidation and lower temperature. The other puzzle is that the 
activation energy of the parabolic rate (~3 eV) is different from the diffusion barrier of O2 in 
SiO2, making it difficult to explain with the molecular mechanism. For the second puzzle, Song et 
al. proposed that the parabolic rate may be limited by the out-diffusion of gaseous oxidation 
products, in which case the activation energy is determined by the forward and reverse reaction 
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rates and the diffusion barrier of the product [15]. However, since the forward and reverse 
reaction rates are likely to be face-dependent, the proposal does not explain the similarities 
between Si-face and high-temperature C-face [17]. 
The similarity between Si-face and high-temperature C-face [17] actually hints to the 
same mechanism. The authors of Ref. 17 reported that the transition of oxidation kinetics of C-
face at 1350 °C coincides with an increase of lattice oxygen exchange in SiO2, indicating that the 
oxygen diffusion mechanism changes from molecular to atomic. The authors therefore suggested 
atomic oxygen being the oxidant for the high-temperature C-face [20]. We note that the 
similarities of the Si-face and the high-temperature C-face [17] may not be coincidental, and the 
atomic mechanism that may account for the high temperature C-face could also be responsible for 
the Si-face at all temperatures.  
Theoretical results in the literature also hint to an atomic mechanism. Roma et al. 
reported an activation energy of 2.8 eV for oxygen diffusion in α-quartz under extrinsic condition 
(i. e. the system exchanges oxygen with an O2 reservoir), [21] which is close to the activation 
energy of the parabolic rate (~3 eV). However, to our best knowledge, no connection has been 
made to SiC oxidation. Furthermore, an explanation of why the more diffusive O2 does not 
contribute to the oxidation of Si-face SiC is needed.  Gavrikov et al. reported a barrier of 3.5 eV 
for O2 diffusing through the last layer of SiO2 on Si-face SiC, [22] which could have suggested 
that O2 cannot be incorporated. However, they reported an even higher barrier of 4.5 eV for Oi 
and concluded that Oi is irrelevant for Si-face oxidation. Instead, they argued that the 
incorporation of O2 is facilitated by imperfections and impurities [22]. Such an explanation, 
however, cannot account for the difference between the activation energy of the parabolic rate 
and the diffusion barrier of O2.  
To test whether an atomic mechanism is responsible for Si-face SiC oxidation, we 
performed first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the diffusion of both 
molecular and atomic oxygen at the interface. The calculation was done at a defect-free interface 
model of a (3x4) unit cell constructed by a Monte-Carlo bond-switching method bond-switching 
method [23]. The model consists of 8 layers of 4H-SiC with a total thickness of 16 Å and an 
amorphous SiO2 layer with a total thickness of 10 Å. We employ the PBE version of the 
exchange-correlation functional, [24] PAW potentials, [25] and plane-wave basis as implemented 
in the VASP code [26]. We use 400 eV for the plane-wave cutoff and a shifted 2x2x1 k-point 
mesh. The geometrical optimizations are converged to 10−3 eV for the energy difference between 
two ionic steps. The diffusion barriers are calculated using the nudged elastic band method [27].  
First we investigate the diffusion of an O2 molecule (triplet) from the near-interface oxide 
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to the interface (Fig. 1). In SiO2, O2 resides in the void of the Si-O bond network and diffuses 
through the passages between the voids. The energy of an interstitial O2 molecule in different 
near-interface voids in the oxide (initial state in Fig. 1) differs by ~1 eV because of the 
amorphous nature of the oxide. We found a barrier of ~4 eV with a variation of ~0.3 eV for O2 to 
penetrate the last layer. This value is close to the reported theoretical barrier of 3.5 eV for O2 
penetration reported in Ref. 22. The higher barrier compared to the case of Si oxidation (~2 eV 
[8]) is consistent with the shorter length of Si-C bonds compared to the Si-Si bonds in Si, which 
causes a higher density of Si-O bonds when the surface Si atoms are satisfied, thus resulting in 
smaller voids and narrower passages. At typical oxidation temperature, the high barrier blocks the 
diffusion of O2 and makes it an ineffective oxidant.  
 
 
Fig. 1. The initial, transition (top of the energy barrier), and final states of an O2 penetrating the 
last layer of SiO2. Si in blue, C in brown, O in read, and H (for passivating the dangling bonds in the model) 
in white. The green circle highlights the diffusing oxidant. The energy profile along the reaction path is also 
shown. 
 
For atomic oxygen Oi, the situation is different. In SiO2, an Oi takes the form of Si-O-O-
Si peroxide linkage (bridge interstitial in a Si-O bond) and diffuses by hopping from one bond to 
another [28]. At the interface, an Oi can hop onto the first layer of SiC and take the form of bridge 
interstitial in a Si-C bond. Such diffusion modes do not require passages between the voids and is 
not hampered by the higher density of the Si-O bonds. For an Oi to reach the surface of SiC (Fig. 
2), we obtained a barrier of 1.2 eV with a variation of 0.1 eV, caused by the amorphous nature of 
the oxide. This value is lower than the energy barrier EDiff for atomic oxygen diffusion in SiO2 
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away from the interface, which is 1.7 eV (+/− 0.1 eV) based on our calculation. As a result, 
atomic oxygen is not blocked, and can arrive at the surface and oxidize the SiC. 
 
 
Fig. 2. The initial, transition, and final states of an Oi arriving at the surface of SiC. The energy 
profile along the reaction path is also shown. 
 
 During thermal oxidation, atomic oxygen can be generated at the oxide surface through 
the dissociation of O2 (O2 g 2Oi). A schematic description of the atomic oxygen mechanism is 
shown in Fig. 3. Using results from first-principles calculations, we check the proposed 
mechanism against the experimental data. First we look at the activation energies. According to 
Deal and Grove, the parabolic rate constant B equals DC0/N, (the factor 2 difference from Eq. (2) 
is because the oxidant now contains one oxygen atom instead of two), where D is proportional to 
exp(-EDiff/kT). Assuming the reaction O2 D 2Oi is at equilibrium near the surface, C0 is 
determined by the Oi formation energy EForm through C0 = Nexp(-EForm/kT), where N is the density 
of the possible Oi sites that happens to equal the oxygen density.  The activation energy of B is 
therefore EDiff + EForm. We calculated the formation energy EForm of an Oi near the surface and 
obtained values between 1.3 to 1.5 eV. Combining this value with EDiff = 1.7 eV, we obtained an 
activation energy of 3.1 eV, consistent with the experimental value of ~3 eV.  
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Fig. 3.  Atomic oxygen concentration profile of the atomic oxygen mechanism. 
 
Now let us discuss the activation energy of the linear rate. According to Eq. (3), the linear 
rate constant B/A equals C0kS/(4N), (the factor 4 difference from Eq. (3) is because the oxidant 
now contains one oxygen atom instead of two). In the case of Si oxidation, kS is temperature-
dependent and its activation energy equals the energy barrier for O2 penetrating the last layer of 
oxide. This originates from the fact that the energy barrier for O2 to penetrate the last layer of 
oxide (~2 eV) is larger than the energy barrier for its diffusion in bulk SiO2 (1.2 eV) [8]. This 
higher barrier at interface can result in an accumulation of O2 and limit the reaction rate kS. 
However, in the case of the oxidation of Si-face SiC, the energy barrier for Oi to penetrate the last 
oxide layer (~1.2 eV) is smaller than the barrier for it to diffuse in bulk SiO2 (~1.7 eV). As a 
result, the Oi’s never accumulate at the interface because of the energy barrier. Thus, on the Si-
face of SiC, kS is not limited by the energy barrier of Oi penetration at the last layer. Therefore we 
assume that kS is not strongly dependent on temperature, whereby B/A is proportional to C0, and 
its activation energy should equal EForm = 1.4 eV.  This prediction agrees well with the 
experimental value of ~1.3 eV, [15,19] suggesting the validity of the assumption and the atomic 
mechanism.  
The atomic oxygen mechanism not only predicts the activation energies, but also predicts 
the rate constant B. Recall that B equals DC0/N, and D is related to EDiff by D = 1/6l2fexp(-
EDiff/kT), where l is the distance of each hop and f is the attempt frequency [29]. Using l = 2.7 Å 
(the average distance between nearest-neighbor oxygen atoms in the SiO2 part of our model), f = 
1013 s-1, EForm = 1.4 eV, and EDiff  = 1.7 eV, we obtain B ~ 1.3×10-14 cm-2/s at 1150 °C. This value 
is within the reported experimental values, which range from 1.1×10-15 to 3.0×10-14cm-2/s 
(deduced from Ref. 15, Ref. 16, and Ref. 30).  
The atomic oxygen mechanism also explains the pressure dependence.  Assuming the 
interface reaction rate constant kS is independent of the pressure, the molecular mechanism 
predicts B/A being proportional to the pressure of the O2 gas, while the atomic mechanism 
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predicts B/A being proportional to the square root of the O2 pressure. Experimentally, sub-linear 
dependence of B/A is observed, which fits to the power of 0.4, [31] close to the predicted value of 
0.5.  
Besides the kinetic data, the atomic mechanism also explains the double oxidation 
experiments that are not well understood so far [32,33].  In those experiments, SiO2 is grown on 
SiC first by 16O2 gas and then by 18O2 gas. On the Si-face, the new oxide grown in the second 
oxidation has only a small percentage of 18O, which is difficult to explain by the molecular 
mechanism, but is a natural consequence if atomic oxygen is the oxidant: Oi diffuses in SiO2 
through a kick-out mechanism, in which it exchanges with a lattice oxygen. Therefore, during the 
second oxidation, as a flux of Oi’s move towards the interface, the percentage of Oi being 18O 
rapidly decreases. When the flux reaches the interface, most Oi’s are 16O that are originally part of 
the lattice but have been kicked-out.  As a result, oxygen atoms in the newly grown oxide are 
predominantly 16O, consistent with observations. 
The fact that the oxygen atoms in the new oxide are originally lattice oxygens can be seen 
from the triple oxidation experiment, which has a third oxidation with 16O2 after the second 
oxidation with 18O2. After the third oxidation, the newest oxide contains a fairly high 
concentration of 18O, [34] which can only come from the oxide near the interface.  
We now discuss the oxidation of C-face SiC. To explore oxygen diffusion at the C-face, 
we need to know about the structure of the stable interface. It may seem natural to assume that the 
C-face SiC/SiO2 interface terminates at the C-layer, with SiC connected to SiO2 by C-O bonds, in 
analogy to the Si-face interface model shown in Fig. 1 and 2. However, such a structure is not 
stable at high temperature, as carbon atoms in contact with oxygen are emitted as CO or CO2. 
Thus the interface terminates at the Si layer instead. At this layer, each Si atom is bonded to the 
SiC substrate with only one Si-C bond, leaving 3-bonds to be satisfied.  Meeting such 
requirement with Si-O bonds would result in an impossibly high oxide density. Instead, the C-
face must be oxygen deficient and have a high density of Si-Si bonds (oxygen vacancies). This 
conclusion is consistent with the SIMS profile of as-oxidized C-face SiC, which qualitatively 
shows a Si excess at the interface [35]. The Si-Si bonds crack the O2 molecule and result in the 
growth of SiO2. We calculated one of such reactions (Fig. 4) and obtained an energy barrier of 
only 0.9 eV, which confirms that a defective interface layer enables molecular oxygen to be an 
effective oxidant. [36] We also explored the incorporation of atomic oxygen into the C-face SiC 
and found a small energy barrier of 0.35 eV. Therefore atomic oxygen can also oxidize C-face 
SiC. However, since O2 is more abundant at the interface at normal oxidation temperature (below 
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1350 °C), [17, 20] the main contribution to the oxidation kinetics of the C-face comes from the 
molecular mechanism. 
 
Fig. 4. The initial, transition, and final states of an O2 reacting with a defective layer at the C-face 
SiC/SiO2 interface. The energy profile along the reaction path is also shown. 
 
The kinetic data on the C-face SiC below 1350 °C are not well converged. For the 
parabolic rate, activation energies of ~ 1 eV [17] and ~ 2 eV [15] are reported; for the linear rate, 
both a single activation energy ~1.3 eV across the whole temperature range [15] and two 
activation energies of 0.75 and 1.76 eV in two temperature ranges [19] are reported.  We 
therefore refrain from connecting them to processes at the atomistic scale.  Nevertheless, 
compared to Si-face SiC, the double oxidation experiments at C-face SiC show much higher 
enrichment of 18O at the second oxidation, [32-34] consistent with molecular oxygen mechanism 
being the major contributor.  In addition, the linear rate on C-face increases linearly with the 
pressure, [35] also supporting the molecular mechanism. 
Now let us compare the oxidation of both Si- and C-face of SiC with that of Si. Since SiC 
has the same native oxide as Si, under typical oxidation conditions, there should be plenty of O2 
molecules in the near-interface region of the oxide. In the case of Si, the interface is largely 
perfect with a low defect density comparing to the density of interfacial sites. The oxide layer 
near the interface is not too dense and O2 can overcome a barrier.  For Si-face SiC, the smaller 
lattice constant dictates a higher density of interface bonds. However, it is still possible to form a 
largely perfect interface. Thus there exists a denser interfacial oxide layer that filters out O2 but 
lets through atomic oxygen. In the case of C-face SiC, the requirement of bonds at the interface is 
even higher, making it impossible to have a near-perfect interface and resulting in a non-
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negligible interface defect density comparing to the density of interfacial sites. These interface 
defects then enable molecular oxygen to be an effective oxidant again. The three cases represent 
three types of oxidation depending on the bonding requirement at the interface: direct molecular 
oxygen mechanism when the required density of bonds is low, atomic oxygen mechanism when 
the required density of bonds is high, and defect-assisted molecular mechanism when the required 
density of bonds is very high.  
Identifying the origin of the atomic-scale oxidation mechanism provides guidance for 
choosing an effective oxidation method. Materials that have relatively high density of interface 
bonds with its native oxide (but not too high to make the interface defective) are not likely to be 
oxidized easily by O2. We showed that a dense oxide layer that is effective against the diffusion 
of O2 does not necessarily stop atomic oxygen. In such cases, using atomic oxygen as the oxidant 
would be beneficial.  
In summary, we show that in contrast to Si, the Si-face SiC oxidation is dominated by an 
atomic oxygen mechanism.  Such effect originates from the fact that the required density of bonds 
at the Si-face SiC/SiO2 interface is higher than that at the Si/SiO2 interface. For the C-face, we 
found that as the bonding requirement is too high to satisfy, the interface is intrinsically defective, 
leading to an oxidation mechanism again dominated by molecular oxygen.  These three cases 
represent three regimes where the bonding requirements control the oxidation mechanisms, which 
should be considered when either improving oxide and interface, or facilitating oxidation, or 
improving oxidation resistance is of interest. 
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